
XV Open Cup named after E.V. Pankratiev
Round 4, Grand Prix of Europe, Sunday, November 23, 2014

Problem F. Factory
Input file: standard input
Output file: standard output
Time limit: 1 second
Memory limit: 512 mebibytes

A very important and complicated machine on the factory consists of n wheels, numbered 1, 2, . . . , n.
They are actually cogwheels, but the cogs are so small that we can model them as circles on the plane.
Every wheel can spin around its center.

Two wheels cannot overlap (they do not have common interior points), but they can touch. If two wheels
touch each other and one of them rotates, the other one spins as well, as their micro-cogs are locked
together.

A force is put to wheel 1 (and to no other wheel), making it rotate at the rate of exactly one turn per
minute, clockwise. Compute the rates of other wheels’ movement. You may assume that the machine is
not jammed (the movement is physically possible).

Input
The first line of input contains the number of test cases T . The descriptions of the test cases follow:

Each test case consists of one line containing the number of wheels n (1 ≤ n ≤ 1000) . Each of the
following lines contain three integers x, y and r (−10 000 ≤ x, y ≤ 10 000; 1 ≤ r ≤ 10 000) where (x, y)
denote the Cartesian coordinates of the wheel’s center and r is its radius.

Output
For each test case, output n lines, each describing the movement of one wheel, in the same order as
in the input. For every wheel, output either “p/q clockwise” or “p/q counterclockwise”, where the
irreducible fraction p/q is the number of wheel turns per minute. If q is 1, output just p as an integer. If
a wheel is standing still, output “not moving”.

Example
standard input standard output

1
5
0 0 6
6 8 4
-9 0 3
6 16 4
0 -11 4

1 clockwise
3/2 counterclockwise
2 counterclockwise
3/2 clockwise
not moving
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